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EDUCATIONAL SERVICE AND RESPECTABILITY. THIS MANUAL OUTLINES
THE MANNER IN WHICH THE PLANNING IS TO BE DONE. COURSE

OBJECTIVES ARE TO BE STATED IN A TEACHER-ORIENTED FORM AND IN

A STUDENT-ORIENTED FORM. THE TEACHER'S DOCUMENT WILL IDENTIFY

THE WORK TO BE DONE BY PROFESSIONAL AND OTHER NONSTUDENT

PERSONNEL INVoLvSD IN THE LEARNING PROCESS. IT SHOULD ALSO

DESCRIBE THE NONSTUDENT WORK, THE RESOURCES REQUIRED, AND THE

PLAN FOR ACCOMPLISHMENT OF OBJECTIVES. THE STUDENT'S DOCUMENT

Is To IDENTIFY AT LEAST THE MINIMAL WORK PROGRAM OF THE

STUDENT. IT SHOULD ALSO DESCRIBE THE STUDENT WORK AND THE

I
PLAN BY WHICH THE STUDENT WILL WORK TOWARD HIS OBJECTIVES.

OBJECTIVES WILL BE STATED IN TERMS OF (1) INTELLECTUAL AND

MANIPULATIVE WORK, AND SKILLS OF READING, WRITING, AND

COMPUTATION, 12) ORIENTATION. OF THE STUDENT TO HIS
ENVIRONMENT, AND (3) DEVELOPMENT OF THE STUDENT IN
UNDERSTANDING HABITS, ATTITUDES, AND SKILLS OF DEMOCRATIC

CITIZENSHIP. SEVERAL STATEMENTS OF EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES ARE

PRESENTED AS DEVELOPED FOR SPECIFIC COURSES. (HS)
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PREFACE

The Board of Trustees adopted a policy in 1965 to the effect that all courses

offered by Western Piedmont Community College shall be planned. The Board's pol-

icy was based upon certain facts and conditions.

First, Western Piedmont Comnamity College, an "open-door" institution, is

obliged to accept all citizens who desire to enroll. This policy of inclusion

on the basis of the tidividual citizen's desire for educational services, as dis-
tinguished from a policy of exclusion on the basis. of selection standards, will
result in our having a full range of scholarly achievement, general life-experi-

ence, cultural advantage, motivation, abilities, self-knowledge, self-concept,

and self-management. High quality educational service to such a clientele can be
provided only it teacher-work and student-iwork is planned in advance.

^rel. +11A tthvel Jtelot0.-ev1 t e Pn4 tio14 that Western Piedmont Comm -

pity College should have, as an institution, more significance and quality than

just that which is required to "pass muster." The Trustees have never had any

other idea than that Western Piedmont's program will be more than merely respec-

table from the point of view of the manner in which its professionals will ac-
complish their work. The conduct of the work of the College on any basis other

than that of advanx:e planning would be a departure from and a denial of the stated

wishes of the Trustees,.

Finally., it is believed that the teaching and learning proses: at Weatoi.r!

Piedmont Community College should have that respectability which all possible in-

telligent planning will giv3 to it. The relative bankruptcy of the profession of

college teaching below the graduate level is well known; the Western Piedmont
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team expects itself to do, within the limits of its time, abilities and other re-

sources, everything it possibly can do to contribute to the development of an ac-

ceptable professional practice. It is a truism that improvement in professional

practice comes through the reconstruction of practice. Professional practice that

has no advance identity can not have that consciousness of itself which is a pre-

requisite to reconstruction. In other words, professional practive which is un-

planned is not subject to systematic reconstruction and thus not susceptible to

significant improvement.

In order to build significance into the Western Piedmont Community College

teaching and learning program, we who comprise its team must first, with appro-

priate humility, recognize that there is vast ignorance in regard to effective

teaching and learning, and that we share in this ignorance. If we are to dilute

this iv-loran-Go:11th dependable operating knowledge, we must use the method of in-

telligence and invent a better professional practice. With this in mind, the

following pages are intended to serve as guide and stimulus toward the development

of more useful procedures for the design and implementation of teaching work and

learning work.
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The immediate practical aim of course planning work at Western Piedmont Cam-

amity College is to produce, for each course, a teacher document and a student

document.

The teacher document should have the purpose Of identifying the work to be

done by the professional and other non-student personnel in the course. .It

should also describe the non-student work, the resources required, and the plan

for its accomplishment.

The student document should identify at least the minimal work program of

the student. It should also describe the student work, the resources required,

and the plan for its eccomplishment to the degree that it is intelligent to do so.

Tn its a v terms, the rati^nal . approach to course development and imple-

mentation is comprehended in the following:

1. Formulation of educational. purposes

2. Identification of and description of behaviorally specified ?laming

objectives.

3. Design of the learning work for each learning objective

4. Design of the teaching (non-student) work for each learning objective

r ,AJ. V415041.LiOiSLI.LIAL vs amarrung WUTA

6. Organization of teaching work

7. Implementation of teaching and learning work

8. Evaluation of the student's achievement of the essential competencies

which constitute the learning objectives of the course

9. Evaluation of the teachers' implementation of the teaching work
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10. Evaluation of the means of evaluation

11. Continuous reconstruction of the teaching-learning objective,

teaching-learning work design, organization of the teaching-

learning work, and the procedures for the evaluation of the

teaching work, learning work, and the design for the course.

The pages which follow are intended to serve as explanation of the

foregoing steps and to provide a guide for the carrying out of the desires

of the Board of Trustees in regard to teaching work and learning work.

Finally, and most important, all work designed and accomplished in

Western Piedmont Community College must have its foundation in the philosophy

of Democracy. The Board of Trustees has committed itself to this philosophy

and the College Administration, with no reservations, joins in this commitment.

It is a truism that the recent history of humans is the history of the

struggle to establish democracy as the way 027 lire both he at home and

elsewhere in the world. The struggle is a contest between forces which

work toward the establishment of a society of free men on the one hand and

the forces of various forms of authoritarianism on the other. It is no

accident that our Board of Trustees would adopt democracy as the philosophy

of this institution. The founding fathers and principally Franklin, Jefferson,

Paine, Washington, Madison and the Adamses, themselves children of the

Democratic Movement of the Eighteenth Century - often called the Enlightment -

were the philosophical architects of our Republic. The basic thinking of

the early Republic forms the basis of efforts in our present times to further

democratize our civilization. Public educe :don has a peculiar responsibility

in the strengthening of our democracy. This can be done by openly and

consciously starting with the philosophy of Democracy, and touching base
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with it at every point in the development and Implementation of each course.

The basic quest of the public educational establishment in a Democracy is

to help citizens develop those habitS and dispositions required for effective

living in a society of free men and to wage a constant intellectual war on

authoritarianism in all of its forms.

In order to have a better oemantical babi6 for Communicating with

respect to philosophic democracy and the habits and dispositions which are

implied by it, an attempt at an expression of it is in order.

1. The supreme value in a Democracy is the ban= individual, with the

individual being defined as a person having purposes of his own

and needing the freedom and assistance necessary for the achieve-

ment of his purposes. Viewed in this way, the starting point of
all human activity - both individual and social - is the purposes,

the wants. desires:. goals of individual human persona. So the

unit of democratic society is the persOn; not the class, the herd,

the gang, etc.

2. Free men, in association, make their own truth - both social and

natural and truth is seen as a tool or instrumentality for the

use of free men, and, therefore, subject to reconstruction as

free men see the need to reconstruct it. Truth among free men is

operational in nature; i.e., it is made in this group - legislative

and otherwise - to serve men and is therefore, open-ended, being

A.Tbri ISAA nt tree27 kyr free men by the method Az ini..Avarzence arid

coordination.
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3. The universe and this planet and all in it Ms a natural history

and the best and most dependable knowledge of it is the result of

study of it and research into it which is intelligence based.

4. All individuals in a democracy* are equal in the sense that they

merit equally the assistance required for the development of their

capacities, including, principally, the capaci4to have and pursue

purposes of their own.

5. Effective citizenship requires the individual automatically, as

an article of faith, to value the other person.

It is obvious that a deswcratic social system, if it is to operate

effectively and thereby sustain and strengthen itself, requires in its

individuals a set of skills, habits, And dispositions which are quite

different from those appropriate to authoritarian social system. A

social system cannot be democratic if each person pursues am. and all

impulses and goals without forecasting and coordinating their consequences

with the consequences created by the pursuit of purposes by others. It is

equally as true that it is destructive to democracy if any number of

individuals are content to have their purposes and goals selected for them

by others, or if they are content to accept any propositions of any

significance blindly on the basis of naked authority. Further, if in

dividualz are to be "set loose as independent agents in society, it is

necessary that they have a dependable knowledge of themselves, a healthy

respect for themselves, and comand of themselves, Therefore, the skills,

habits, and dispositions which follow are necessary for effective and

dependable individual functioning, and ev.esz opportunity should be provided,
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in the design of every course, for the student to develop and/Or strergthen

them.

1. The ability to perceive his life and to plan his life, and

principally his work activity

2. The abilitytowork, to a significant degree, independently

3. The ability- to soles problems; 1.*e., the ability to state a

problem; to hypothesize; to do inquiry and experimentation for

the purpose of locating or creating evidence; to order and

organize evidence; to test hypotheses; to reconstruat hypotheses

in the light of inquiry; to abandon hypotheses cheerfully when

found to be not supportable

4. An attitude of skepticism in areas where knowledge is at all

unsettled and where kbowlirds, and issues are sUbiect to cor+rnvonvy.

5. The habit of insisting, after respectable study., on the Viterogative

of making up his own sdrx1 and formiruz his own views and opinions

on any matters that hive any-importance at all.

6. The ability and habit of consciously forecasting the probable

consequences of any proposed purpose with the view to preventing

its achievement from being destructive of the democratic system

itself cr of the feasible purposes of other persons, and with a

view to having one's awn behavior be supportive of common interest

aw rig

7. The attitude of helpfulness to other humans where their purposes

are not destructive of democratic processes.
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I

FOR1U3.TION OF

The starting point in the planning of a course at Western Piedmont

Community College is the formulation of the educational purposes of the course.

It is La this first step that the role and scope of the course is set fort:4

in general terra. It is in this step where the connection is made between

the coures and the philosophy of the College.

It is useful tc divide the statement of educational purpose into

three parts; i.e., (1) the purpose of the course in terms of the topography

of intellectual and/or manipulative work to be done in the course; (2) the

purpose of the course with respect to the orientation of the student in his

environments; i.e., the larger natural universe; his more local natural

environment; his world social environment; his more local social envirormient;

and his self-environment; and (5) the purpose of the course in terms of the

development of the student in tI3 habits, attitudes, and skills of democratic

citizenship.

A statement of educational purpose from which nothing further will

directly flow is a useless waste of time; a mere occult, academic exercise;

an exercise in tc1416 The statement of educational purpose should have direct,

translation into the identification of behaviorally specified learning

objectives and in the plan for the accuplishment of the particular learning

objective.

The following are attempts at stating educational purposes for a

course from each of four areas: social sciences., humanities, natural science,

and mathematics.
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GENERAL CHEMISTRY (3 quarters)

1. ores of the

araor manitoulative !Inv .0 be done thk colarmasUDASIMAtba

ektga or readings Writ-r* NEUMIEStglat.

The course includes the study (including reading, writing, and computation)

of:

The history of chemistry

Kinetic-molecular treatment of gases, liquids, and solids

Atomic structure and the periodic law

Interatomic forces - chemical bonding - molecular geometry

Correlation of structure with properties

Quantitative relationships in chemical reactions, formulas, and
equations

Properties of the dissolved state

The concept of oxidation-reduction reactions

Electrolytic solutions

Rates of reactions and chemical kinetics

Chemical equilibrium

Electrochemistry

Chem' _try - the familiar compounds of the more important non-metals

Introduction to the compounds of carbon-organic chemistry

Chemistry of some of the caisson metals and their compound
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It is obvious that the student, through the study of a course in general

chemistry whose subject matter content has been selected with the natural,

social, .act self-environments in mind, w4.1.11 have a surer orientation and

sens,. place. The basic subject matter used in the design of the learning

work is selected with this phase of educational purpose in mind. The

awc:d.".ilary reading and discussion program is also selected purposefully.

Care is taken for the student to gain insight, at all appropriate points,

into the connections of chemistry wish the psychology. and physiology. of the

human person; with the eccnomic and other social institutions in the student I s

environment, and with the natural environments, including local, world, and

universal environments.

3. Du2yamgegLithe couggA,Latsmaukuszlogg.,stALslt,Iouttja

he its = ti : f 11111 f ;p1 ti- tic c = shi

The course will require the student to practice the following:

Planning the use of his time

Working independently

Timely discharge of scholarly responsibilities

Solving problems and arriving at effective procedures for solving

problems

Approaching problems with a skeptical posture

Helping, where feasible, others to accomplish learning work

Assess the role of chemistry in his own overall life plan

Civilized debate and discussion
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2.

The course includes the study (including reading, writing, and computation}

The history of mathematics

Sets, relations, functions, and logic

Number systems

Proof

Real numbers

Elementary Algebraic Processes

Equations and Inequalities

Systems of Linear Equations and Matrixes

Finite Induction and the Binomial theorem

Probability

kit= VS.* ; +r ; 411 f If I d ft

uria environ-
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self-envirompat

(The course in *dery Elementary Mathematics, while it has certain

limitations in regard to this phase of educational purpose, does present the

opportunity for orientation experience for the student by means of the

problem materials selected.)

VI I ti .0 19
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The course will require the student to study problems whose subject matter

is taken from the natural, social, and self-environments. In connection with

the self-environment, the student will, in the course, gain, insight into

his own mathematical experience and competencies ;, problem materials can also

be taken from the areas of human biology, psychology', anthropology, etc.

3. ,The Purpose of the pourtg10 ortjiteLduelopme4 pftbez student in

the habits at i 88 ". 8 0 3,11 A 44-.4 hi

The course will require the student to practice the following:

Civilized debate and discussion

Planning the use of his time

Working independently

Timely discharge of scholarly responsibilities

Solving problems and arriving at effective procedures for solving

problems

Approaching problems with a skeptical posture

Helping, where feasible, others to accomplish learning work

Assess the role of mathematics in his awn overall life plan
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ELEMENTARY SOCIOLOGY (3 quarters)

1. The nuroose of the ppm in of, the_towgraty of intellmtual

- b: 6411 he c A the

computation.

The course includes the study (including reading, writing, and com-

putation) of:

Orientation to Sociology

The history of Sociology

The methods of Sociology

Sociology and vocations

Sociology and Morganton/Burke County

Anthropology and the origin of humans

The role of education and resources in producing social

group variation

Culture

Culture as instrumentality

Characteristics of culture

Persistent and variable culture forms

Creation of culture

Society

Society as instrumental

Social groups and their variations

Special Social Phenomena and Their Characteristic Problems

The International Jungle

Social norms and their function

1

The Family
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Urbanization

Social stratification

Educational institutions as orderly instruments of con

servation and change

The Democratic Model

Its philosophy

Its operation

Its educational component

Its implications for world society

Social. Problems

The basis of social problems

Methods of study of social problems

Mass description and analysis

Statistics and its language

Sampling statistical presentations

Basic Characteristics of American Society

Population

Urbanization

Social Stratification

Problems of Basic Institutions in American Society

Industry and agriculture

Marriage and family problems

Adolescence

Education
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Problems in Other Areas of American Society

Medical and other healing institutions

Organized religion

Crime

Juvenile delinquency

Race relations

Pressure groups, public opinion, propaganda

VI - V* - I: - 411 s I th ;
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A. Zeleratsituramixan

The course wi/3. require the student to focus, at appropriate

points, on solar system operation on earth phenomena that in-

fluence soctal life.,

B.

The course wig require the student to take into account the

geography and other aspects of the natural environment, including

natural life, of his immediate, and intermediate, and planetary

natural environments.

C. ew2ap....._sja4.../Dsimmlsoe

The course will require the student to place his own social

environment in the context of the larger world social environment.
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D. The mare loco ,loci nvirorment

The course will require that the student assess his

immediate and larger local (including state, regional and

national) social environments and orient himself therein.

ITS1.01444211111SUITAMEGI.

The course will require the student to gain insight into

himself as a complex of culture products and as a social change

agent.

3. 21) 1. f = 6.1.
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citizenship,.

The course will require that the student understand and be able

to manipulate verbally the democrat= social model. The course will

require the student to practice the following:

Civilized debate and discussion

Planning the use of his time

Working inaependently

Time] discharge of scholarly responsibilities

Solving problems and arriving at effective

procedures for solving problems

Approaching problems with a skeptical posture

Helping, where feasible, others to accomplish

learning work

Assess the role of sociology in his overall life

plan
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AMERICAN LITERATURE

1. The purpose of the course in terms of the tonographz of intellectual and/or

manipulative work to be done in the course and in terms of the basic skills of

111411.210 writeaM12.1.111

The course will include the study (including reading, writing, and exchange

of views and opinions) of selected significant texts, in a variety of forms, in

the American literary experience. Texts will include Jefferson, Paine, Lincoln,

Eborson, Thoreau, Hawthorne, Melville, Whitman, Mark Twain, Herny James, Faulkner,

and Hemingway.

2. The purpose of the course in temoll.rtheitioothgastentin_his

environments; i.e.: the itterpAm his more local natural environment; his

world social environment; his more local social environment; his self-environment.

A. Thelarprnatural universe

The course will require that the student focus, at appropriate

points, on the quasi 'n of the nature of the larger natural universe as

reflected in works studied.

B. The more local natural environment

The course will require the student to take into account the geog-

raphy and other aspects of the natural environment, including natural life,

of the areas treated in the texts.

C. The world social environment

The course will require the student to place the particular liter-

ature and the immediate forces which gave rise to it, in its international

social setting.

D. The student's more local social environment

The course will require that the student place the particular lit-

erature in the environment of social movement and conflict of its time.



The course will also require the student to place himself in a contemporary

environment which includes the literary tradition of America.

E. The studentts self-environment

The course will require the student to examine his own habits of

thought, feelings and dispositions in light of those reflected in the

works studied.

3. Thellarme of the course in terms of the development of the student in the

habits, attitudes and skills of democratis!sitimphie.

The course will require that the student compare the ideas included in the

works studied to the democratic model.

The course will also provide the student with practice in research, its

writing, and reporting; debate and discussion; and *rawly criticism.

The course will require the student to practice the arts of responsible,

independent work.
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IDENTIFICATION AND FORMULATION

OF BEHAVIORIALLY SPECIFIED

LORI= OBJECTIVES

Learning, work should have as its end the accomplishment of a leaming

jective. The reason for stating the learning objectives in behavioral terms is

simple:

First, unless it is so stated the teacher will not know with any degree of

clarity and certainty what it is he expects the student to be able to do after

successful completion of the learning 'work. Foyther, and 'more tragic, the student

will not know with any degree of clarity and certainty what he is expected to be

able to do upon successful completion of the learning vork. Finally, neither the

student nor the teacher will have a clear, basis for proceeding with the planning

and implementation of their respective jobs and both the teadher and the student

are placed in a very awkward position with regard to evaluation.

Perhaps the occult and superstitious can never be totally eliminated from

the teaching-learning process; however, Western Piedmont committed to attempt

to reduce these unhappy characteristics to the bare minimum possible under the

circumstances in which we work here.

The selection and statement of behaviorally specified learning objectives

should be tied directly to the statement of educational purpose.

During selection of learning Objectives, the designer/5 should, faithfully

and without exception, touch base with each of the items included in each of the

three categories of educational purpose.
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The behaviorally specified learning objectives should represent the minimal

competencies expected of any studeritlift *cold receive credit in the course.

It 11 not be possible to translate "ma educationa,1 purpose into every

learning objective; however, it is 40Xpeeted that a *lance can be broken', for de-

mocracy, in sons way or the other, in the OBI of AVOW learning objective. That

is, phase three (3) of educational purpose shouiall find impistaentation in every

learning objective, in one or sore respects.

Learning objectives are, for practical purposes, of several types as fol-

inws:

1. The ability to deakonstraten sl..._;1114cnian..._.24anesund or

concepts or an inAtEtsoi jalyb or ottunizrdures
or by a combination, of both.

An example of this type of learning 14b;pictive fro& the field of sociology

would be:

To understand the following terms:

folkways discovery

mores inventian

social institution culture diffusion

ritusl

culture object

artifact

social values

ethnocentrism

avolution

progress

To be able to spell and to describe the meaning of each, i.e., how it functions.

ideology'

vested interest

social problem

cultural lag

technology

social conscience
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To be able to illustrate clearly, both verbally and by means of non-verbal

representations, with-examples, the meaning of each of the terms.

To be able to read materials relating to them.

To be able to write, in a literate manner, concerning them.

mo be able to use them freely in written and spoken communication.

2. Tzmteaheabilittodenxitinsmanilativeskill.

An example of this type of learning objective from Business Education would

be:

TO typewrite a given business letter, free of errors and erasures, with-

in ten (10) minutes.

3. An attitude, posture, set, or feeling.

To understand and defend the function of tax in a free society and to

feelsitivetwarditof taxes for social purposes which he

is capable of understanding and ayro.

Finally, it is imperative to state clearly the learning objective: otherwise

the teacher has no firm basis for designing a program of work or experiences which

are calculatelto result in the student's accomplishment of the particular objec-

tive.

11.


